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The Squall and Organ Boy Trailer

Opening:
Storm clouds,wind and rain. Shot of really dark skies, with
people running for cover.
ANNOUNCER
“In the late 1970’s Hurricane
Ramon travelled up the East Coast
in search of his intended bride a
Beautiful Canadian Cold Front. They
met over the town of Bumper,
Maine. There they consummated their
marriage.
(Two figures formed by clouds in various sexual positions).
ANNOUNCER (CONT’D)
In the huge electrical storm that
ensued the fertility clinic,
Eggbeaters, with the town were
destroyed. The storm was so fierce
that few survived. Yes few survived
the incredible destruction but from
the chaos came a superhero like no
other.
As announcer is speaking Shot of cows flying by, witch on a
bicycle, flying monkey’s, Dorothy's house. “Auntie Em, Auntie
Em.” Camera starts to pull back out of the Squalls body
(which was the scene with all the wind), revealing his shirt
being buttoned.
ANNOUNCER (CONT’D)
Out of this bizarre catastrophe,
rising like a Phoenix out of the
fire a super hero with the strength
of a storm and the concentration of
a moth. Half man Half natural
disturbance.
Camera reveals the Squall buttoning his shirt and tucking it
in. It doesn’t really stay tucked because of the all the wind
inside him.
ANNOUNCER (CONT’D)
Out of this disaster arose The
Squall.

(CONTINUED)

2.
CONTINUED:
Shot of the Squall. His arm comes up and confetti shoots out.
SQUALL
Weeeeeeeee.
Shot of the Squall turning into a fierce but small storm.
Wind, rain and hail pummel crooks and there are shots of him
battling armies of large lumbering fat people. Shot of him
stopping the DWA 5 as they try to speed away in their car.
ANNOUNCER
The Squall, by day Sheldon Gruger a
confetti disbursement engineer who
loves a good cold beer and the
nightly news. As the Squall he
longs to walk amongst his own kind
where he is an outcast.
Shot of Hurricane Katrina, Rita and Hugo
down for lunch money.

shaking the Squall

KATRINA
Come on you little half disturber
give us your milk money and we wont
suck out your moisture.
ANNOUNCER
With his sidekick, Roger Gibbons
AKA Organ boy, who can turn himself
inside out by just blowing on his
thumb and use his organs as crime
fighting tools, this unlikely pair
are out to make a name for
themselves.
Shot of Roger Gibbons AKA Organ boy turning himself inside
out by blowing on his thumb and using his kidney’s like
paddle balls.
Shot of the inside of a bank with seaweed, fish and water all
over the place.
BANK MANAGER
Who is responsible for this mess?
Squall and Organ Boy slowly whistle their way out the door.
ANNOUNCER
They face unimaginable dangers from
terrifying villains like Doctor
Ockoberfest intent on turning all
the liquid in the world to skunked
beer.

(CONTINUED)

3.
CONTINUED: (2)
Shot of Sheldon spitting out beer
SQUALL
This beer is skunked.
Shot of Doc Okt with his frosted mug head dripping with foam
and lederhausen holding an Oreck vacuum cleaner.
DOC OKT
Come on Squall I’m going to suck
you up and put you where no one
will ever find you. Not even your
wetback Dad.
SQUALL
Hey my fathers from Spain and put
that down you don’t know how
powerful that thing is.
Shot of Oreck guy with his thumb up in the air.
ANNOUNCER
“Villains like Madame Fromage.”
Roger AKA Organ Boy is vacuuming as the Squall walks in.
ORGAN BOY
I smell something. Have you been
eating cheese?
Shot of the Squall with white stuff all around his mouth.
SQUALL
Well sort of.
He winks into the camera.
Shot of Madam Fromage, a woman with a head in the shape of
Brie cheese, in bed smoking a cigarette in a cigarette
holder.
ANNOUNCER
These are not your run of the mill
superheroes.
Shot of Roger AKA Organ boy with his ventriloquist dummy in a
basement.
There’s a pair of lips under glass that are talking a mile a
minute but are muffled until he picks up the glass.

(CONTINUED)

4.
CONTINUED: (3)
LIPS
So now you come down to talk to
your mother. Your looking skinny,
have you brushed you teeth.....”
Roger picks up the lips and puts them into the dummy’s mouth
and starts his routine with the lips never giving him a
chance to speak. Every now and then he covers the lips with
his hand.
LIPS (CONT’D)
Have you taken care of grandpa,
your Dad never listens to me, have
you met a nice Jewish girl yet,
Aunt Martha wants you to talk to
your cousins more.....
ANNOUNCER
The Squall and Organ Boy always
keep abreast of the latest in
topical news.

SQUALL
Hey it’s not our fault that you
guys built that city below sea
level. You friggin warm the waters
up and now your just begging for us
to come in. We showed a lot of
restraint for a real long time.
Shot of New Orleans under water.
ORGAN BOY
I can see the letters coming in
now.
NEWS COMMENTATOR
Hi this is Bear Mcnair in the
Conundrum Closet. Kennedy airport
is in trouble. Seems everyone is
under some sort of trance. We now
go live to Kennedy airport.
Shot of JFk airport and there’s total silence. Maybe
crickets.
ANNOUNCER
Villians like the dreaded Dr.
Lorenzo. His voice lulls everyone
into a coma.

(CONTINUED)

5.
CONTINUED: (4)
Shot of Organ Boy sliding along a trail of coagulated blood
holding his girlfriend Serendipity.
ORGAN BOY
Are your ears secure Seren? Turn
the volume on the hearing aids all
the way down.
Shot of Serendipity's head with ears over her ears and they
have hearing aids in them.
What?

SERENDIPITY

ORGAN BOY
Ugh...good. Let me put my nipples
in my ears so I can’t hear the
hypnotizing voice of Doctor
Lorenzo.
Organ boy pulls his nipples from his shoulders and places
them in his ears.

Shot of Doctor Lorenzo.
DOCTOR LORENZO
On my birthday my Mom used to take
me to Moe’s candy store on Queens
Blvd. Back then you could have an
egg cream for 10 cents with a free
refill.
As he’s talking people in ear shot are mesmerized as if
they're in a coma.
ANNOUNCER
Together they live nd together they fight.. Battling super
criminals like the Pigeon.
Shot of a guy coming out to show his girl his new car and
it's engulfed in pigeon poop.
GUY
What the heck?
Cooing sound is heard, then a cough.
ANNOUNCER
"The infamous Coaster Boy."

(CONTINUED)

6.
CONTINUED: (5)
Shot of a very rich guy sitting in his living room.
RICH GUY
What the hell. Look at the rings on
the coffee table.
ANNOUNCER
Or the Creature from the Brown
Legume.
Shot of brown air wafting thru a bank and people passing out.
ANNOUNCER (CONT’D)
"Soon the words “Be Aware the
Squall is Here” will strike fear in
the hearts of everyone. That’s
right not just bad guys."
Final shot of the Squall and Organ boy standing side by side.
The Squall's hands are little wind tunnels and Organ Boy is
juggling his testicles.

